THE TECH

Communications

It was a pleasant surprise to meet on May 31 at the Intercollegiate athletic banquet. The President of the Institute Committee, on a recent visit to the Middle West, announced that he was able to procure a generous donation of between $1,000 and $5,000 to be used in the support of the Institute Committee. This donation, it was announced, would be used to provide for the maintenance of the Institute Committee.

Managing Board

Count B. Cappe '20 ........................ General Manager

Edwin S. Barden '22 ............................ Editor-in-chief

Oscar A. Charlie '23 ........................ Managing Editor

Oswald Mann '23 ................................. Art and Advertising Manager

All members of the Board are elected in the spring of the year by the students of the Institute. The Board is responsible for the conduct of the Institute, and its decisions are final. All action of the Board shall be reported in the next issue of the newspaper.

The sale of Tech night tickets

It is evident from the communications published in this paper that there is a certain amount of dissatisfaction on the part of Tech students concerning the sale of Tech Night tickets. The price of Tech Night tickets is $1.00, which is considered to be too high by many students. The price of Tech Night tickets is determined by the Committee on Athletics, and the price is subject to change from year to year.

The Dormitory Dance

We are gratified to see that the popularity of the Dormitory Dance is increasing steadily in the estimation of the students body and their influence is spreading to other activities. The old idea of a close union of Tech men seems nearer in the present than in past years.

Aeros: Col. L. D. Brogran

Col. L. D. Brogran has been appointed as the new head of the Department of Aerodynamics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Col. L. D. Brogran is a well-known authority on the subject of aerodynamics, and his appointment is welcomed by all.

Preparatory.-The Food of the Mills
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TICKETS FOR SECOND DORM DANCE WITHIN TWO DAYS

The Dormitory Dance is unprecedented in its popularity and is rapidly becoming a model for other dormitories. The dance was held on Friday, May 13, and the tickets were sold within a few hours. The dance was held in the large gymnasium of the Institute, and the program included music, dancing, and refreshments.

FRESHMEN WILL BOOST FUND

A meeting of the freshmen class was held in Smith Hall, Room 10-201, on May 20, 1919, for the purpose of discussing the future of the Freshman Fund. The meeting was called to order by Mr. W. H. Price, President of the Student Council. The meeting was attended by a large number of freshmen, and a number of proposals were made for the improvement of the Freshman Fund. The proposals were discussed and approved, and the meeting adjourned.

FOOTBALL "LIFE" IN THE AIR

A typical wireless set was shown on the roof of the Engineering Building, and the students were able to get a clear view of the enemy's station. The set was operated by Mr. Priest, who explained the principles of operation to the students.

Football is the sport that interests everyone, and it is important that the teams should be well drilled and prepared. The Institute Committee is taking all necessary steps to ensure the success of the teams.

FINANCE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

The Finance Institute of Technology is a well-known institution for the training of engineers. It is located in the heart of the city and is well-connected with the best engineering schools.
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